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Purpos
se of repo
ort

This
T
report p
proposes a way
w of enga
aging the syystem, inclu
uding
Transformati
T
ion Board members,
m
in
n moving tow
wards a mo
ore self
re
egulating syystem.

Recom
mmendatio
on

The
T Transforrmation Boa
ard is asked
d to:



Engag
gement and
Consu
ultation
Underttaken to Date
D

Endorse the directio
on of travel in establishhing a Syste
em
Performa
ance and Im
mprovementt/Assurancee Group;
Endorse the proposals for en
ngaging sysstem partners and
Transform
mation Bo
oard members in aagreeing strategic
s
objective
es for the system,
s
and agreeingg the system’s risk
appetite.

This
T
approacch has been
n instigated by Chief O
Officers, and
d
discussed w
with NHS England.

Executtive Summa
ary
ken forward
d, discussio
ons have co
ommenced with Chief Officers
To enable this work to be tak
Performanc
and th
he regulators abou
ut the esstablishmen
nt of a System P
ce and
Improve
ement/Assu
urance Grou
up supporti ng the Integrated Care
e System too provide oversight
o
of syste
em performa
ance and seek assura nce of the actions
a
bein
ng taken to recover, su
ustain or
improve
e performan
nce. The es
stablishmen
nt of this inttegrated sy
ystem approoach betwe
een local
partnerss and regulators is inttended ove
er time to re
eplace core
e bilateral reegulatory meetings
m
both be
etween syste
em partners
s and with rregulators, and increas
sing move to a process
s of selfregulation, holding each otherr to accountt for delivering outcomes.
It is pro
oposed that the followin
ng are taken
n forward jo
ointly to und
derpin the ooperationalis
sation of
the Sysstem Perform
mance and Improveme
ent/Assuran
nce Group:



The develo
opment of a system w
wide Assurrance Fram
mework, witth a shared
d set of
strategic ob
bjectives to inform the development of a syste
em improveement plan;
The further evolveme
ent of a syystem wide
e risk regis
ster underppinned by the coproduction of a shared
d risk appettite that sets
s out the am
mount and ttype of risk that the
system is willing
w
to tak
ke collective
ely in orderr to meet th
he agreed sstrategic objjectives,
and which informs the approach tto recover, sustain and
d improve pperformance
e agreed
by the Systtem Perform
mance and Improveme
ent/Assurance Group.
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Suggested approach for endorsement:
Stage One (early September): Bring together, in a facilitated workshop, the executive/senior
leadership teams in partner organisations to:




consider the extent of alignment of our collective strategic objectives, and how we
move to a set of system objectives;
agree the principles to guide discussions on the development of a risk appetite for
the system;
review the proposed system performance dashboard and proposed functioning of the
System Performance and Improvement/Assurance Group.

Stage Two (later in September): Bring together, in a second facilitated workshop,
Transformation Board members to:




agree strategic objectives for the system;
agree the system’s risk appetite;
understand and discuss the implications, for system working and for individual
organisations, of the establishment of a System Performance and
Improvement/Assurance Group.

Interdependencies with
other work streams
(where relevant)

This supports the development of a maturing Integrated Care
System.

Financial implications

There are no financial implications arising directly from this
proposal, but it will support financial risk management at system
level.

Key Risks

The approaches set out in this paper will lead to a more
considered approach to risk mitigation across the health and
care system.

Sources of evidence in
support of proposals

These approaches are supported by research on system
governance.

Equality and Diversity
Statement

There are no direct equality or inclusion implications arising
from these proposals.

Communications
requirements

The approach being adopted will ensure good communication
and engagement in taking forward the underpinning system
governance for a self regulating system.
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Moving towards a self regulating system
One of the characteristics of a maturing Integrated Care System is the ability to move to a
process of self-regulation, holding each other accountable for delivering outcomes - in a way
which has the confidence of, engages with and provides assurance to partner Boards/
Governing Body and regulators.
This approach has already been endorsed by
Transformation Board members, as one of the system working principles adopted in April
2017:
‘There will be a common set of measurable quality, outcome and financial
metrics, plus indicators of improved system wide working to achieve these
outcomes, jointly agreed, understood and articulated by all SOF partners. This
system wide approach to performance improvement will be matched with a
system wide approach to working with regulators.’
To enable this work to be taken forward, discussions have commenced with Chief Officers
and the regulators about the establishment of a System Performance and
Improvement/Assurance Group supporting the Integrated Care System to provide oversight
of system performance and seek assurance of the actions being taken to recover, sustain or
improve performance. The establishment of this integrated system approach between local
partners and regulators is intended over time to replace core bilateral regulatory meetings
both between system partners and with regulators. It will:








Develop and strengthen system working, taking a system-wide view of performance
challenges and holding each other to account for delivery;
Ensure a single regulatory response to system performance;
Hold the ICP to account for system performance and quality;
Provide system assurance of progress in delivering the action plan developed to
respond to the recommendations set out in CQC’s section 48 report;
Provide oversight of the development and implementation of a single system wide
improvement plan;
Provide assurance to the regulators of self-regulation and effective system working;
Directly save senior time by reducing time spent in meetings.

It is important that this work is progressed with the active engagement of the leadership
teams within partner organisations across health and care, and is underpinned by an aligned
system of governance that supports partners in working effectively together to plan and
deliver services in an integrated way. In particular, it is proposed that the following are taken
forward jointly to underpin the operationalisation of the System Performance and
Improvement/Assurance Group:



The development of a system wide Assurance Framework, with a shared set of
strategic objectives to inform the development of a system improvement plan;
The further evolvement of a system wide risk register underpinned by the coproduction of a shared risk appetite that sets out the amount and type of risk that the
system is willing to take collectively in order to meet the agreed strategic objectives,
and which informs the approach to recover, sustain and improve performance agreed
by the System Performance and Improvement Group.

Once agreed, the risk appetite should go to the heart of how the system intends to undertake
its work. It is therefore suggested that the work to agree a collective risk appetite for the
system is completed ahead of winter 2018 to ensure a whole system approach to managing
risk and thereby improve the overall capability of health and care services to appropriately
share risks to the quality and safety of care, the workforce and the sustainability of services
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and avoid overly risk averse behaviour. This will serve to strengthen the ICP’s ability to
steer the provision system, make a difference to the decisions that are made and manage
risks to the level at which they are set.
Suggested approach for endorsement:
Stage One (early September): Bring together, in a facilitated workshop, the executive/senior
leadership teams in partner organisations to:




consider the extent of alignment of our collective strategic objectives, and how we
move to a set of system objectives;
agree the principles to guide discussions on the development of a risk appetite for
the system;
review the proposed system performance dashboard and proposed functioning of the
System Performance and Improvement/Assurance Group.

Stage Two (later in September): Bring together, in a second facilitated workshop,
Transformation Board members to:




agree strategic objectives for the system;
agree the system’s risk appetite;
understand and discuss the implications, for system working and for individual
organisations, of the establishment of a System Performance and
Improvement/Assurance Group.
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